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What Determines Public Education Expenditures in Russia?1
Inna Verbina* and Abdur Chowdhury**
Abstract
Recent studies suggest that the allocation of expenditures in education is important for growth.
The state of public education spending in many transition economies highlights the need for an
assessment of the nature of education expenditures in these countries. This paper attempts to fill
this gap in the literature by estimating the determinants of education expenditures in the Russian
Federation. Results from panel data analysis show that revenue and the student-population ratio
have a positive impact on education expenditures while the effect of population density is
negative. Three regional variables also show significant impact. The income and price elasticity
of public education expenditures are estimated to be 0.57 and -0.18, respectively, a result
comparable to studies from other countries. The results presented here provide insight into how
fiscal institutions and the structure of the political process in Russia may affect the degree of
resource allocation in the educational sector during the transition process.

1. Introduction
The thrust of systematic transformation in the post-Soviet Russian economic and social
system has been to bring about the transition from an administrative government economic
management system to a market-oriented economy with regulatory government functions. As
expected, many features of the new economic system are not yet clarified and the forms of
economic organization – both in private and, even more, in public goods production – are still
being debated (Hare and Lugachyov, 1999). Consequently, various issues relating to the public
and private financing of social sector activities, the public and private provision of social services,
and the limits and effectiveness of privatization in the social sector have generated keen interest
among both academicians and policy-makers.
In this context, a vigorous debate about the growth of public spending has been evident
in public policy circles. In order to gain a better understanding of the factors that go into the
decision-making process related to public spending in Russia, this paper focuses attention
towards specific components of the government budget, in particular public education.
The Soviet educational system, with broad access and high levels of scholarly
achievement, had long been a source of strength. However, it failed to adapt to the rapidly
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changing economic environment following the market-oriented transition beginning in the early
1990s. During this period, Russia has implemented changes in primary education, fiscal
decentralization in the education sector, diversification at the secondary level and expansion of
higher education. These rapid attempts at decentralization have not been well designed, since
there has been no corresponding transfer of resources and the levels of budget responsibility
have remained unclear (Canning et al., 1999).
There is a general consensus in the literature that expansion in the skills, knowledge, and
capacities of individuals – increasing human capital – is critical for economic growth (see, among
others, Dabla-Norris and Matovu, 2002; Greenaway and Haynes, 2003; and Krueger and Lindahl,
2001).2 Education plays a key role in creating human capital. Thus the high estimated rates of
return to schooling is often cited as justification for increased public investment in more and
better quality schools.3 At the same time, given budgetary constraints, many countries face
important trade-offs between education and other types of expenditures, such as domestic
infrastructure. For example, fiscal austerity programmes often make it necessary for countries to
make difficult choices about which components of public expenditures should be reduced or
reallocated within the overall budget. This is especially true for a transition economy like Russia
where acute financial constraints force the government to make critical, and sometimes
unpopular, choices.
Baqir (2002) has shown that countries at similar levels of economic development vary
considerably according to how much their governments spend on the education sector. The size
of education spending also changes within countries over time. Given this significant variation in
education expenditures across and within countries, a natural question arises as to what factors
help to explain this difference. This issue is interesting from a public policy perspective since
spending on education has a significant positive redistributive effect and because it increases the
human capital of the economy and can lead to direct growth effects (Barro, 1991) and indirect
spillover benefits for the rest of the economy (Baqir, 2002). Despite the importance of this issue
for the transition economies, there is surprisingly little formal theoretical or empirical work.
As far as we know this is one of the first studies which tackles this issue of public policy
economics with the realistic expectation of obtaining results comparable in quality and reliability
to those available in developed countries. The paper fills a gap in the literature by conducting an
empirical analysis of the determinants of public expenditures on the general education system in
Russia. General education is selected since the demand function (or household preferences) for
this type of education is more complicated and diverse but at the same time less well-known than
those for the other types of education, such as graduate and post-graduate. Moreover, greater
2
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opportunities for labour market success and earning potential in Russia have increased the
returns to acquiring education. This has reinforced the importance of general education, which is
mostly financed with public funds, leading many students to prolong their schooling period
(Laporte and Ringold, 1997).
A number of studies have emphasized income and price effects as determinants of public
sector growth, identified as Wagner’s law and Baumol’s disease, respectively (Falch and Rattso,
1997). The preferences of economic agents over economic spending, or, alternatively, the
‘demand’ for public education spending, can be predicted using the income and price elasticity of
demand for education expenditures. In their evaluation of California’s education finance reform,
Fernandez and Rogerson (1995) show that predictions for the change in total spending can vary
by as much as 40 percent depending upon income and price elasticity. We estimate these two
types of elasticity, using the regional variations among different jurisdictions of the Russian
Federation. In the inter-budget context, major changes in public education spending could be
achieved by altering regional budget behaviour which, in turn, may be influenced by the federal
government.
The analysis in the paper, based on these fiscal and regional characteristics, is similar in
spirit to that reported in Fernandez and Rogerson (1997) and Poterba (1996). They use a panel
dataset for the fifty states in the US to examine the effects of demographics (Poterba, 1996) and
growth in income and students (Fernandez and Rogerson, 1997) on public education spending.
Two separate frameworks are developed in the paper. In the baseline framework, we
estimate income elasticity, holding prices for public goods constant in real terms across regions.
In the second framework, we allow relative price changes in public goods among regions within
the inter-budget fiscal framework.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide a brief background on
the Russian educational system, highlighting the characteristics most important for our
estimation strategy. Some of the factors involved in the decision-making process are discussed
in Section 3 along with the model. The baseline framework is described in Section 4 and the
estimation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 reports the framework with relative
prices and the calculation of price elasticity. The paper ends with concluding remarks in Section
7.

2. The state of general education4
The Russian Federation inherited a fairly well-developed and mature educational system
from the former Soviet Union. During the Soviet era, most school age children had access to
3
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general education and literacy was almost universal. Enrolment rates, especially those for
pre-school and basic education, equalled or exceeded those in Western developed countries
(Laporte and Ringold, 1997). However, the transition to a market economy exposed certain
weaknesses in the education system, which was tailored to the needs of a centrally-planned
economy. Since education was directed toward the productive and ideological goals of the
socialist regime, its ability to respond to changing economic structures and employment patterns
essential for the success of a market economy was limited.
With a view to bringing greater accountability to the education system, a large part of the
education sector was decentralized under the 1992 Law on Education (Russian Federation,
1995). Under this law, the responsibility for general education and school finance was entrusted
to the regional (oblast) and local (rayon) level authorities while professional and university
education was mostly to be financed by the federal government. The local governments usually
do not possess the necessary tax resources to meet their expenditure obligations. The regional
government allocates resources in the consolidated regional budget and decides on the share of
each local municipality.
To reduce fiscal disparities among territories, the federal government subsidizes regional
budgets through various instruments, the most significant of which is the Fund for the Financial
Support of Subjects of the Federation (FFSSF). Under a three year government programme for
the reform of inter-budgetary relations for 1999–2001 (corresponding to our sample period) the
size and allocation of the regional transfers from the fund depend on the tax capacity of the
territory and the cost of public goods provided, which, in turn, is determined by geographic and
demographic factors within the region. Several types of federal transfers also exist outside the
FFSSF programme including loans, debt restructuring and mutual settlements (Lavrov et al.,
2001).
The regions share a certain ambiguous joint responsibility with the federal government for
education spending along with health, social policy, and economic subsidy. The federal
government participates in the financing of the education sector through unconditional federal
transfers.5 Although most regions have benefited from such transfers, fiscal relations between
the federation and the regions is in many cases unclear since responsibilities overlap (see
Lavrov et al., 2001).6
The financial transfers from the federal government to the regional governments have
recently decreased both in absolute terms and relative to the amounts the regions themselves
spent. Fluctuating between 3.4 and 4.5 percent of GDP, public expenditure on education has
also fallen during the 1990s (Fretwell and Wheeler, 2001). This declining trend has been one of
4
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the major problems facing the education sector in Russia. While the gradual decrease in funding
has continued for the last two decades, the transition-related reductions in real expenditures
have greatly aggravated the situation.7
In real terms, public spending on education fell at a rate of about 6 percent per year. For
instance, in 1998 consolidated public education expenditures accounted for 3.8 percent of GDP,
compared to about 5.5 percent in OECD countries (World Bank, 2001). The consolidated budget
for education amounted to 189 billion Rubles (3.3 percent of GDP) in 2000.8
Educational expenditure assignments in the Russian Federation are divided across the
federal, regional and local budget lines. The federal government is responsible for all university,
research institute, technical and vocational school expenditures;9 the regional and local budgets
include some high schools, boarding schools, comprehensive primary and secondary schools,
nurseries and kindergartens (Craig et al., 1997; OECD, 2000). The federal government’s share
of total public education expenditures was only 19 percent in 2000, while the regional and local
governments accounted for the remaining 81 percent. For the purpose of this study, general
education expenditures are defined as all expenditures undertaken by the regional and local
governments.
In the course of the transition process, the size and diversity of Russia, reinforced by
increasing decentralization of government, led to growing regional inequality as well as inequality
in access to education. A number of regions have been able to capitalize on their resource
endowments, location and other factors to increase per capita income relative to the rest. These
regions with high per capita incomes have been able to spend more on education and other
social areas. This variation in endowments and expenditure composition will enable us to
estimate the differential impact of the demand function for education and the related income and
price elasticity.
Given the extent of its territory, the extreme climate and dispersed population, the federal
structure of government and the on-going transition from a planned to a market economy with
resulting acute financial constraint, Russia faces a particularly difficult task in adapting and
updating its general education system to meet emerging needs. In this context, it is important to
discover what factors influence the expenditures on education. This provides a rationale for the
model that will be presented in the next section.

3. Model
A number of models, such as the median voter model or the agenda setting model (see
Romer et al., 1992) are available as the foundation for federal and regional government
5
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preferences. Since the agenda setting model assumes well-developed party systems and
multi-dimensional decision-making processes, it may not reflect the current decision-making
process in Russia.
One can argue that optimum decisions are not attainable at the multi-level government
structure, since regional governments cannot internalize the full set of externalities which a
particular decision brings about. The regional government has its own preference structure which,
in general, does not coincide with the federal government’s pursuit of ‘national interest’, which
may include income distribution considerations, macro policy targets, and so on.
Given a set of instruments to affect regional government spending patterns, the federal
government can attain the second best solution in the national context if it possesses accurate
knowledge about the expenditure behaviour of the subjects of the federation.10 As discussed in
the literature, economic models of public sector growth are based on income and price elasticity
as driving forces of expenditure patterns – since they show how income affects different
components of spending and how the price effect reflects various cost elements (Falch and
Rattso, 1997). Price and income elasticity are parameters, which determine the expected
reaction of the regional authority to federal fiscal and economic policies, thereby allowing the
federal authorities to effectively employ the instruments available, for example, tax policy,
earmarked and matching grants, voucher schemes. In the paper, we analyze the demand
function for public goods within a median voter framework as developed in Meltzer and Richard
(1981) and only offer empirical regularities regarding the effects of political considerations on
education expenditures.
The broad literature on the determinants of educational spending is based on
cross-sectional evidence and aggregate measures of spending.11 Given the variation of regional
data across the Russian Federation, we can estimate the parameters of the demand function
based on the observations. In the model, the median voter decides on budget shares for
particular types of public good. Although the distribution of income across the regions is different,
we assume that there is no correlation between the median voter’s income and his preferences
for particular types of public goods. He has the same demand function irrespective of his position
in the income scale and his decision on the composition of public service is based on the size of
the public budget.

4. Baseline framework
Earlier studies on educational expenditures have used cross section analysis, using
either individual survey data or data for a sample of school districts.12 However, Fernandez and
6
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Rogerson (1997) have argued that time series relationships in the data can provide useful
complementary information. Following their suggestion, we perform a panel analysis with the
cross section and time series, pooling data from 88 regions in the Russian Federation over the
calendar year 1999–2000. The sample period is constrained by the availability of consistent data
series for all the variables considered in this model. The basic specification of the model that will
be used in the paper is given by:
log

log
1, 2, . . . ,

where

1, 2,

represents general education expenditures13 in region

budget revenues in region
The constant term is

,

in period , and

in period ,

are the remaining

represents the region specific variable and

represents

independent variables.
is assumed to be a

random error with zero mean.
The dependent variable is measured as the spatial and inflation-adjusted per capita
expenditures on general education (CPEDEXP).14 Total budget revenue is also measured in
spatial and inflation-adjusted per capita form (CPREV). Among the other variables, the
student-population ratio (STUDPPOP) represents the number of pupils per thousand inhabitants
enrolled in schools in the 1999–2000 school year. This variable is a reasonable proxy for the
education benefit incidence for region .15 Population density per square kilometre is represented
by the variable (PDENC). Following Goskomstat, geographical differences across regions are
captured in the model by sub-dividing the regions into eleven groups, R1 . . . R11.16 Since the
logarithms of CPEDEXP, CPREV and PDENC are used in the model, the estimated parameters
corresponding to these variables give the elasticity properties of education demand.17 A time
variable is also included in the equation.
Our empirical analysis combines differences among the regions and changes over time in
one model. Such a procedure increases the variation of the data and improves available degrees
of freedom to achieve efficient parameter estimates. It also helps to take regional effects into
consideration.
Data for the 88 regions have been collected for the calendar years 1999 and 2000 giving
a total of 176 observations for each variable. The short period of time is unfortunate but cannot
be avoided when researching economies in transition. Moreover, in the case of Russia, the
currency crisis of 1998 significantly affected the data for that year. Therefore care was taken to
avoid figures for 1998. Data on total revenue, expenditures on education and federal fiscal
7
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grants18 are taken from the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation.19 The regional price
index is constructed by the Russian State Statistical Agency (Goskomstat) and is calculated on
the basis of a basket of 25 items. The 2000 GDP Inflation index for the Russian Federation is
used to adjust the 1999 data to 2000. The figure is taken from the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Moscow. The data on population, demographic structure and regional subdivision into
‘geographical rayons’ are also taken from Goskomstat. Summary statistics for the variables are
given in Appendix Table A1.
Given the nature of the data, we expect individual region-specific heterogeneity to exist
within the model. Regions are likely to vary systematically in terms of weather conditions,
infrastructure, productive efficiencies, historical and institutional factors and so on. Consequently,
the use of standard least square methods – which ignore such differences – would lead to biased
estimates. Moreover, the direction of the bias cannot be identified a priori. An alternative choice
would be the use of a panel data analysis.
In order to capture the cross-sectional parameter heterogeneity, two types of models are
generally proposed in the literature. The random effect model treats the region-specific variables
as time-invariant random variables, which are independent of the explanatory variables of the
model. The fixed effects model (the within, or least squares dummy variable estimator), on the
other hand, allows individual effects to be correlated with the regressors. The results of different
estimates can vary substantially if the time period (T) analyzed is small and the cross-sectional
units (N) are large.
The choice of the model can be based solely upon a priori assumptions. The test of our
panel dataset for unobserved effect (Breusch–Pagan Lagrangian multiplier effect) show that the
individual effect exists and this supports the use of panel estimation, rather than the pooled GLS
method.20 Next, the possibility of applying the more efficient random effects model against the
fixed effects model is checked using the Hausman chi-squared statistic. The test examines the
correlation between the region-specific effects and the explanatory variables. In the presence of
the correlation, the fixed effects estimator is consistent while the random effects estimator is
biased.21 Failure to reject the null hypothesis of no correlation would, however, lead us to the
adoption of the random effects model.
The panel regression results are shown in Table 1. Estimations have been carried out
using the GLS random effect procedure as given in the STATA statistical package. The model
indicates a good fit with the data, explaining about 90 percent of the variation in educational
expenditures across regions. Three specification tests are reported in the table. First, the
Breusch–Pagan Langrange Multiplier test is used to test the statistical significance of the
8
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regional random effects. The null hypothesis is that the variance of the region-specific error
component is equal to zero, that is, Var(u) = 0. The test statistic, calculated from the OLS
residual of the panel regression has a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. The
calculated test statistic of 33.85 comfortably rejects the null hypothesis of zero variance at the 1
percent significance level. This indicates that the region-specific effects are statistically
significant.
Second, we test the orthogonality of the region-specific error component u with the
explanatory variables, a condition that is necessary for avoiding inconsistency that can result
from omitted variables in the random effects specification. As discussed earlier, the Hausman
correlation test is used for this purpose. Under the null hypothesis of zero correlation between
the error term and the regressors, the test statistic is asymptotically distributed as chi-squared
with the degrees of freedom equal to the number of regressors. The calculated test statistic does
not reject the null hypothesis of orthogonality at the one percent significance level. This justifies
the use of the random rather than the fixed effects model.22 Finally, given that only the asymptotic
properties of the random effect estimators are known, a chi-square statistic, instead of an
F-statistic, is reported for the overall significance of the coefficient. Considered jointly, the
calculated chi-square value shows that the coefficients are significant.23 The time dummy
variable included in the model turns out to be significant.

5. Estimation results
Now let us turn our attention to the coefficient estimates. The coefficient of per capita
revenue, which is used as a proxy for income, is positive and highly significant. As the decision of
the median voter in our model is constrained by the budget, the coefficient estimate indicates
that regions with higher income tend to attract higher education expenditures. The numerical
value of 0.57 shows that a one percent change in per capita budget revenue (CPREV) changes
per capita general education expenditures (CPEDEXP) by 0.57 percent.24 Given the logarithmic
form of the function, this measures the income elasticity of demand for education and confirms
that education is a normal good in Russia. We can consider the elasticity value as a mixed
blessing. On the one hand, it is quite low suggesting that Russian households consider
education expenditures to be a necessity. A high income elasticity, on the other hand, would
have indicated that education expenditure is a luxury. The elasticity figure confirms
overwhelming evidence of income-inelastic educational services (see Craig and Inman, 1986;
Romer et al., 1992) and lies within the range of income elasticity reported for other countries.25
However, from a policy perspective, the elasticity figure may be a source of concern.
9
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Policy-makers cannot depend on general increases in budget revenue to lead to proportionally
higher expenditures on education. For every doubling of regional income, the budget share spent
on education increased by about a half. Combined with the finding, discussed later in this section,
that the level of expenditures vary significantly by income level in different regions, the results
show that the federal government needs to address the inability of poorer regions to incur
additional expenditures. This is similar to the findings for Peru as reported in World Bank (2001).
The ratio of students to the population also has a significant positive impact on
educational expenditures. Evaluated at the mean value, the coefficient estimate indicates that an
increase in the average ratio of students to population by one percentage point leads to only
one-half of one percentage point increase in educational spending. Interestingly, this result for
the Russian regions is in contrast to those reported for the US states in Poterba (1996) and
Fernandez and Rogerson (1997). Both these studies found that increasing the fraction of the
population of school age has little effect on education spending per student. Our findings, if in
fact they reflect tensions between generations in the allocation of funds, suggest that the current
downward demographic trend in the Russian Federation may lead to a long-term increase in the
level of per student government financing of general education indicating the presence of
economies of scale.
Population density has a negative impact on total educational expenditures. High
population density enables regional governments to reduce the cost of educational service
provided because of the developed infrastructure and/or economies of scale. The results show
that regional location is another important factor in explaining the behavior of educational
expenditures. Models are initially estimated using eleven regional variables. However, only three
turn out to be statistically significant. The remaining eight insignificant regional variables are,
therefore, dropped and the model re-estimated. The three regions that significantly affected the
dependent variable are located in geographical areas that possess particular properties which
influence expenditures on education.
The regions of European North (R1) probably have, on average, a more severe climate
than other regions. The costs of providing comparable educational services in this region are
higher than those in other regions and so it should receive more government money. The
positive sign associated with this variable provides support that this occurs. The positive sign for
the Ural region (R8) can be explained by the high industrial development that has taken place in
this region and the resulting high demand function for education. The variable R7 represents the
North Caucasus region and the negative sign for this variable reinforces the proposition that in
highly populated regions, local educational expenditures can lead to future migration of students.
10
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The results indicate that the regional government, anticipating such a process, is less interested
in spending on education. The findings can also be attributed to the dominance of agriculture in
the local economy and the favourable climate which help the regional authorities to save money
by reducing utility expenses on buildings.

6. Framework with relative prices
In the previous section, we considered that the federal financial aid included in the total
regional budget revenue had only an income effect on consumption, by assuming that prices for
public goods in real terms26 are the same across regions. In this section, we estimate the price
elasticity of demand for public education expenditures, capturing the differences in the prices of
public goods among regions within the inter-budget fiscal framework. The idea is that the federal
government transfer, rather than directly changing the size of the regional fund, decreases the
price for public service to the local taxpayers. The regional government adjusts its behaviour
according to the share of public expenditures to be paid by the federal government. Given the
exogenous prices for public and private goods, the region decides on the scope and size of
public and private expenditures.
Within this framework, the pivotal voter disposes of his own income,
per capita government revenue,

When the region

, so he can consume the value

, and the regional

.

obtains the transfer, the total budget constraint for the voter within the

jurisdiction is given by:

where

is the amount of per capita federal transfer for the region.27 In general, each ruble

spent on public goods is partially paid by the federal government through the grants from
national resources to regional budgets.
The expenditure effect of federal grants could be measured only by the income effect, if
the decisive voter could convert federal lump-sum grants into either private income through tax
reduction or into an increase in both private and public consumption due to a relaxation of budget
constraint. But, due either to fiscal illusions or political considerations, the taxpayer cannot
successfully transform the public money into private consumption. Moreover, the federal
government, though formally limited to a lump sum grant system, is seemingly trying to
11
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encourage regional public expenditures. This leads to stimulating effect of inter-budget federal
policy. Under these scenarios, a flypaper effect can be observed.28 Therefore, the partial
financing through federal transfers ensures an income as well as price substitution effect, which
is usually associated with matching grants. The resulting relative price variation across regions
can be used for estimating price elasticity.
The net price of public goods for the average taxpayer of the jurisdiction , is given by
/
where

is the net price.
Under this framework, federal transfers influence the expenditure behaviour through the

price-substitution effect. The regional government could decide on the size and composition of
the public spending at the expense of the regional tax payer, but it is the federal government
which through federal grant policy determined the price of the public goods provided. The federal
transfers to regional budgets alter the price of public goods including public education relative to
that of private goods. Given the set of exogenous prices for both public and private goods, the
median voter decides on the quantity consumed based on his preference map. Therefore, given
the difference in the size of federal transfers, the price variation can be exploited to estimate
price elasticity within the complete demand function (covering both public and private
consumption).
The plausible logarithmic demand function allows us to estimate price elasticity for every
good in the consumption basket, including individual public items:29

log

where

log

log

= own regional per capita value added,

capita public education expenditures,

= price for public education,

= income elasticity,

= price elasticity, and

= per
=

region specific effect. Regional value added (an analogy to national GDP) of the jurisdiction

is

used as a income capacity proxy, which is a reliable measure of the potential ability of the region
to generate public as well as private income. Data on value added are taken from the Ministry of
Finance.
The equation is estimated by a panel data random effects model. The results are given in
Table 2.30 The robustness of this particular panel estimation is examined using a battery of tests
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including the Hausman specification test, Breusch–Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier test and the
Wald chi-square test. Results from all these tests, reported in Table 2, show that the
random-effects model estimated in this table is appropriate and efficient. The R-square of about
0.81 is quite high for panel data. The coefficient of the RREV variable measures the price
elasticity as the demand for education. The coefficient is statistically significant and has the
anticipated negative sign, suggesting a substitution effect. The numerical value shows a price
elasticity of -0.18. Thus an inelastic demand for public education is evident in Russia. Chandler
(2001) also reported inelastic price elasticity for the Connecticut school system in the United
States. However, the magnitude of the price elasticity was much higher (-0.39).31

7. Conclusion
Economic growth and the development of a civil society during transition depend upon
the capacity of well-educated workers and citizens to respond to changing economic conditions.
Everywhere education has emerged as an essential component of the transition to a market
economy. The Russian Federation is no exception. Education financing in Russia is undergoing
changes on a number of fronts. On the one hand, the finance of education is becoming
multi-level and multi-channel while, on the other hand, normative specifications and personal
financing decisions are dominating discussion in the public policy arena. In this context, an
exercise in determining the factors that influence public education expenditures is not only
informative but also essential to understand the process that underlies a successful transition in
the education sector.
The paper uses panel data to estimate the parameters of demand for public education
expenditures. Results show that revenue and the student-population ratio have a positive impact
on education expenditures while the effect of population density is negative. Three regional
variables also show significant impact. The income elasticity of public education expenditures is
estimated to be 0.57 which is comparable to studies from other countries. Combined with the
finding that the level of expenditures vary significantly by income level in different regions, the
results show that federal government needs to address the inability of poorer regions to incur
additional expenditures. The paper also estimates the price elasticity that turns out to be -0.18,
indicating inelastic demand.
The results presented here raise, but do not resolve, questions about how fiscal
institutions and the structure of the political process in Russia may affect the degree of resource
allocation in the educational sector during the transition process. It will be interesting to see how
both the people and the policy-makers in the Russian Federation respond to this daunting task in
13
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the near future.
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2

See Barro and Lee (2000) for a cross-country study emphasizing the importance of education
for economic growth.

3

Judson (1998) reports that countries whose allocation is inefficient gain little in output and
growth from their investments in education.

4

For a more detailed discussion on the education system in Russia and other related issues, see,
among others, Russian Federation (1995) and OECD (1997). Fisher (1995) includes a
theoretical discussion of the relationship between state and local governments. Lavrov et al.
(2001) describe the current state of the federal grant system in Russia.

5

The Federal financial aid is not earmarked and is used for general expenditure obligations of
regional governments. The long-term strategic plan of the government reveals an intention to
move towards a type of matching educational grant, where the regions that have spent more of
their own resources on education in previous years could expect a rise in general federal
transfers. The government also intends to attract more private money into the formal education
system thus providing parents with an opportunity to co-finance education.

6

The decentralization of school finance and school administration under the new legislation led
to further differentiation of available resources across and within regions. Sixteen of the
country’s 88 regions now spend more than one-third more per student in compulsory education
than do the eighteen regions with the lowest schools spending (authors’ calculation).

7

The proportion of GDP which Russia allocates to education has declined from 7 percent in 1970
to around 3.4 percent in 1992. The figure has fluctuated in the 3–4 percent range during the
last decade. Among the developed countries the United States allocates 5.5 percent, France,
5.4 percent, and the United Kingdom, 5.3 percent (OECD, 2000). Figures for 1998/99 for other
regions range from a low of 2.5 percent in South Asia to a high of 5.8 percent in the Middle
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East and North Africa (Dabla-Norris and Matovu, 2002, Table 6).
8

The following table shows the general expenditures on education (as a percentage of GDP) at
different levels of government (Source: TACIS, 2001):

9

In 2000, about 60 percent of the federal budget share of educational expenditures went to
higher education. On the other hand, the major share of the regional budget went into general
education (61 percent), followed by primary education (18 percent) and vocational training (6
percent).

10

There may be other reasons why a Pareto optimum may not be reached. Interest groups may
block a Pareto improving political trade out of fear that it will favour a particular group. In fact,
this can be thought of as a ‘third best’ world where constitutional constraints on political
decision-making are taken into account.

11

See Falch and Rattso (1997) and Romer et al. (1992).

12

Bergstrom et al. (1982) present a detailed literature survey on this issue.

13

Estimation of the demand function requires the quantity of goods consumed. Since reliable
data on quantity of educational output are not available, education expenditures are used as a
proxy. Here, education expenditures ( ) can be expressed as the product of units of education
consumed ( ) and price of the unit ( ), i.e.,

. Assuming that the price of one unit of

education is unity, education expenditures is a proxy for quantity,

.

14

Falch and Rattso (1997) also use a similar variable.

15

Falch and Rattso (1997) and Schultz (1996) have used a similar variable. Schultz (1996) has
shown that the number of school-age children as a share of total population has varied widely
over time due to the demographic transition in low-income countries and the baby-boom in
high-income countries.

16

The regional groupings are as follows: R1 = North, R2 = Northwest, R3 = Central, R4 =
Volga-Vyatka, R5 = Central Chernozem, R6 = Volga, R7 = North Caucasus, R8 = Urals, R9 =
Western Siberia, R10 = Eastern Siberia and R11 = Far East.

17

Other functional forms, such as simple linear specification were also examined. The best
results were obtained with log specification.

18

The grant consists of two budgetary items – direct transfers and mutual settlements.

19

Since the general education is mostly financed through the regional budgets, we used the
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regional fiscal data which includes both the regional and local components, without considering
federal budget expenditures on education. At the regional level, general school education
accounts for the dominant share of education expenditures.
20

The specific results are discussed later.

21

See Wooldridge (2002) for a more detailed discussion.

22

This also addresses the issue of slope heterogeneity. As shown in Rebucci (2003), relatively
high slope heterogeneity is a source of concern for pooled estimators in the fixed effect models.
Test results rejecting the use of a fixed effect model indicate that slope heterogeneity is no
longer a problem.

23

Fernandez and Rogerson (1997) have shown that the closeness of the observations over time
can lead to serial correlation in the error terms. As pointed out by a referee, government
spending can exhibit some inertia even after controlling for income and a time-invariant
component. Tests for serial correlations have been performed using the command gtlee in
STATA in order to specify the particular structure of the idiosyncratic errors with an
autocorrelation coefficient. But no evidence of serial correlation is detected. This may be due to
the short length of the sample where the inertia does not have enough time to play out.

24

Although regional revenue may not be a perfect proxy for income, for a number of reasons we
feel that it is a suitable proxy in this particular case. First, the data on alternatives, such as cash
income and wages at the household level (published by Goskomstat), suffer from a number of
methodological shortcomings and are difficult to estimate due both to significant home
production activity and to a significant shadow economy. The presence of a large non-cash
component, especially in the agricultural regions, makes any data on cash income less
representative while home production accounts for a significant share of household income,
ranging up to 40 percent in certain regions. Second, under the current system in Russia, the
major part of budget revenue comes not from individual income tax, but from direct and indirect
duties on business. Within the framework of similar taxation legislation set by the federal
government, the level of budget revenue can be considered a reasonable proxy for the welfare
level of the region. Moreover, budget revenue is better at measuring the ability of regions to
finance public expenditures because the allocation decision of the regional government is
based on the budget at their disposal. However, in order to see if the results are sensitive to the
variable employed, the equation has been re-estimated using a different proxy for income – per
capita value added within the region. This is analogous to a country’s GDP which is routinely
used in inter-country analysis. The results (not reported here) are similar to those given in
Table 1. The income elasticity with the use of value added as a proxy of income is 0.55
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compared to 0.57 in Table 1. But value added also has its own problem since value added
within a territory does not mean that the proportional amount of income is generated by the
value (the difference is explained by large variation in industry structure across regions,
problems with accurate estimation of value added between the territories, etc.). Public revenue
reflects the adequate status of the region.
25

Recent estimates for income elasticity range from a low of 0.27 in Peru (World Bank, 2001) to a
high of 0.73 in Kenya (Mwabu, 1994). However, Schultz (1996) reports an income elasticity of
greater than one in a panel estimate from sixty countries.

26

Spatial price adjustment was made all fiscal figures.

27

For the purpose of this study, all kinds of transfers are combined into one variable, G.

28

The flypaper effect shows that public income is disproportionately spent on private
consumption while a federal grant is primarily spent on public services. Knight (2000) reports
that empirical research in the United States has found that state government public spending is
increased far more by federal grant receipts than by equivalent increases in the level of private
income of the constituents.

29

In spite of public transfer changing the prices for all public goods, we can still use a standard
demand function for estimating the price elasticity of public education. In the standard setting of
a logarithmic demand function for a good (in our case, public education consumption) the
equation should include the explanatory variables that are multipliers for compensated
cross-price elasticity of the good in question along with all other goods and their prices. But
according to the Stone decomposition method, these values are significantly different from
zero only for the ‘close’ substitutes and complements of public education. For public goods
other than education, the price indeed changes due to federal transfers, but the compensated
cross-price elasticity of public education spending with other public goods is not significant;
(e.g., health or public transport service consumption could not be considered a close substitute
to education consumption, so compensated cross-price elasticity is zero, while the cross-price
elasticity is significant since it includes the income elasticity component). In contrast, a close
substitute for public education is private education consumption, the price of which is not
subject to change due to federal transfers and is, therefore, captured by the constant term in
the equation (see Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980 on this issue).

30

Dahlberg and Jacob (2000) have shown that, for a median-voter model, fixed-effect models
suffer from an endogeneity problem leading to a potentially sluggish adjustment process. The
use of a dynamic model, such as a random-effects model controls for the endogeneity and
provides validity to a log-linear model as used in this paper.
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31

Previous estimates of tax-price elasticity for median-voter models of the effects of grants-in-aid
to school districts in the United States ranged between -0.09 and -0.34 (Chandler, 2001).
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Appendix
Table 1. Results from panel data estimation using the GLS random-effects
model (Dependent variable: Log of per capita education expenditures
(CPEDEXP))

Note: The variables CPEDEXP, CPREV, STUDPPOP, and PDENC represent per capita
educational expenditures, total tax revenue, student-population ratio and population density,
respectively. R1, R7, and R8 are the three regional variables. Ln represents the logarithm of the
variables.
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Table 2. Estimation of price elasticity (Dependent variable: Log of per capita
education expenditures (CPEDEXP))

Note: CPVA measures value added within the region. For a description of the other variables,
see notes to Table 1.
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Table 1A. Summary statistics of the variables
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